
1. ANY 6 OF YOUR FAVOURITE
WINES FOR THE PRICE OF 5
Terms and Conditions apply. 

2. DOUBLE BARREL VSOP DISCOVERY 
6- PACK FOR $138 (RRP $175)
1 x DB VSOP PLUS 
5 x DOUBLE BARREL CORE RANGE
Terms and Conditions apply.

OLR Sparkling Pinot Noir 

Chardonnay Pinot Meunier $32
Buttery almond croissants underlying white 

stone fruit. Extended maturation of up to 56 

months on yeast lees to allowed distinctive 

brioche characters to develop.

Barosé $20
A premium Barossa Rosé with lovely complexity 

and texture on the palate, Fresh strawberry and 

raspberry, floral rose petal and subtle hints of 

spice.

Lively Bunch Pinot Grigio $20
Lifted honeysuckle balances gingery baked 

apple. This bright Pinot Grigio is the perfect 

drop for any day.

Lively Bunch Pinot Noir $20
Bright strawberry and raspberry notes. 

This fun Pinot Noir would be perfect for a 

summer’s evening.

Prosecco Spritz Orange $20
Bright crisp Prosecco with bitters, blood orange, 

and carefully selected botanicals to add a touch 

of finesse, serve over ice.

Sparkling Moscato Rosé $18
This light but generous wine offers soft fruit 

sweetness, a slight spritz and a sense of fun.

OLR Sparkling Pinot Noir 

Chardonnay Pinot Meunier $32
Buttery almond croissants underlying white 

stone fruit. Extended maturation of up to 56 

months on yeast lees to allowed distinctive 

brioche characters to develop.

OLR Estate Riesling $50
Bush-vine Riesling from our Heritage vineyard. 

By hand-picking & fermenting this Riesling in 

100L octaves, we sought to emulate Johann’s 

first wine made from the same site in 1850.

OLR Fumé Blanc $32
This Fumé Blanc (Sauvignon Blanc) has 

compelling oak and tropical guava characters. 

A textural palate with refreshing finish.

OLR Field Blend $32
This blend of Sangiovese, Shiraz, Negroamaro

and Sagrantino have come together to deliver a 

balanced and characterful wine.

Barossa Survivor Vines 

Shiraz $95 
Dark fruit flavours lead with notes of graphite, 

while carefully integrated French oak adds a 

touch of spice and a layer of complexity. 

OLR 40 Y.O Tawny $105
A delicious 40 year old Tawny with rich and 

powerful flavour.

Lively Bunch Rosé $20
A refreshing modern style of Rosé with great 

fruit definition packed with fresh berry fruit 

flavour and a crisp but generous palate.

A.J. Barossa Grenache $30
Silky, smooth and generous. This vibrant 

Grenache promises dark berries and spice 

characters with a fruity finish.

OLR Field Blend $32
This blend of Sangiovese, Shiraz, Negroamaro

and Sagrantino have come together to deliver a 

balanced and characterful wine.

Double Barrel Shiraz Cabernet, 

Aged in Rum barrels $25
Generous, complex flavours of dark fruits, toffee 

and vanilla framed by mouth filling tannins and 

a pleasing, lingering smoky oak finish.

Double Barrel VSOP Shiraz $50
A richer and more complex addition to the 

Double Barrel Family. Maturation in quality 

French and American oak, followed by rare 

VSOP barrels.

OLR 20 Y.O Tawny $55
A wonderfully smooth 20 year old Tawny 

with intense concentration and complexity.

Barossa Survivor Vines 

Riesling $75
Enticing aromas of white florals and lime leaf, 

lead into a textural palate with generous citrus, 

blossom flavour with a long silky finish.

Double Barrel VSOP Shiraz $50
A richer and more complex addition to the 

Double Barrel Family. Maturation in quality 

French and American oak, followed by rare 

VSOP barrels.

Limited Release 

Biodynamic Shiraz $70
A complex Shiraz with great cellaring potential 

that is a perfect showcase of premium fruit and 

modern biodynamic winemaking.

Barossa Survivor Vines 

Shiraz $95 
Dark fruit flavours lead with notes of graphite, 

while carefully integrated French oak adds a 

touch of spice and a layer of complexity. 

Johann Barossa Shiraz 

Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 $120
Bold, full and structured on the palate, Johann 

exbibits all the synergies that makes Shiraz and 

Cabernet a definitive blend.

OLR 57 Y.O Tawny $155
Burnt caramel, baked stone fruit, cinnamon and 

nutmeg abound with a crisp acid line complete 

this exceptional fortified.

Approx. 0.8 standard drinks per flight Approx. 0.9 standard drinks per flight Approx. 1 standard drinks per flight Approx. 1 standard drinks per flight

Flight

6-pack

$112

Flight

6-pack

$192

Flight

6-pack

$314

Flight

6-pack

$515

LIGHT & FRESH
OUR EXCLUSIVE 

WINES
NEW RELEASE & 

FAVOURITES

CELLAR

COLLECTION $20pp$15pp$10pp$10pp

Get the facts DrinkWise.org.au
ENJOY JACOB’S CREEK RESPONSIBLY

The BAC limit in South Australia is 0.05g% 

Breathalyser is available near the Welcome Desk


